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The Wheel: 
The Most 
Important 
Invention of 
All Time
VDZ spol. s r.o. is a Czech 

manufacturing company that 

manufactures, sells and distributes 

rims and wheels for handling and 

agricultural machinery. 

We produce and sell wheels, rims and 

tubes for industrial, handling, 

agricultural and gardening also for 

ATVs, karts, small tractors and golf 

carts. 

We offer wheels with a solid rubber 

tire on a metal disc with a wheel 

diameter of 100 - 400 mm (according 

to customer requirements). 

Pneumatic wheels start with a 200x50 

tire size and a max. size of 20x10.00- 

10. In this range of pneumatic wheels, 

we are able to offer a variety of 

deposition options, such as plain 

bearings, roller bearings, ball 

bearings, keyways, and others. 



Pneumatic
wheels
Pneumatic wheels create in our sortiment

the most favourite category. 

The wheel can be divided into three parts,

each of them can be configured

according to customer preference. 

Tire - The main factors affecting the

choice of the tire model are mainly the

type of surface and maximum load. 

If the wheel is used on a surface that we

do not want to damage, it is advisable to

use the tire with smooth or non-aggressive

tread that will not damage the surface. 

However, on the surface, where strong

grip and traction are required, the use of

a agressive pattern appears to be the

best choice. It is also important to

determine the probability of rupture and

based on that choose a tire with a higher

number of ply rating (PR). 

Disk - When selecting a disc, deposition

plays an important role. The most

commonly used deposition methods

include various types of bearings, flange

bolts, keyway and others according to the

customer's requirements. 

Tube - Tubes are given primarily by the

type of valve. It can be bent, straight,

rubber or metal. 
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Wheels for little
tractors
These wheels can be divided into three

basic types according to the roughness of

the tread. 

Smooth tread - smooth or tread pattern

with minimal pattern is particularly

suitable where we require the surface to

remain intact. The disadvantage of this

tread is mainly its weak grip in harder

conditions, therefore it is suitable for

straight grassy surfaces. 

"Cube" tread design - This category

represent the most used and most

versatile types of tires. The versatility of

these wheels lies in their wide range of

uses. The tread is gentle enough to not

damage the surface and also provide the

necessary traction in the smaller hills.

These wheels are also known as "TURF". 

Aggressive tread pattern - This tread

pattern offers the most traction and pass

through difficult terrain such as mud and

sand or snow. One of the main

advantages of these designs is their self-

cleaning properties.  
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WHEEL 13X5.00-6 
METAL DISC 3.50X6 
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WHEEL 15X6.00-6 
METAL DISC 4.50X6 
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WHEEL 15X6.00-6 
METAL DISC 4.50X6 
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WHEEL 16X6.50-8 
METAL DISC 5.50X8 
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WHEEL 16X6.50-8 
METAL DISC 5.50X8 
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WHEEL 16X6.50-8 
METAL DISC 5.50X8 
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WHEEL 18X6.50-8 
METAL DISC 5.50X8 
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WHEEL 18X8.50-8 
METAL DISC 7.00X8 
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WHEEL 18X8.50-8 
METAL DISC 7.00X8 
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WHEEL 18X9.50-8 
METAL DISC 7.00X8 
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WHEEL 20X10.00-8 
METAL DISC 7.00X8 
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Small wheels
Wheels, which, due to their versatility in

handling equipment, commodities or

cargo  transport are very widespread and

favorite.  

They can also be divided into three

categories depending on the type of

tread. 

Smooth tread - It is used especially

where the surface has a varied

composition such as grass, earth or

stones. The smooth tread pattern easy

adapts to surface, and its high carrying

capacity combined with a minimal

footprint makes it ideal for use in garden

or construction wheels. 

Smooth tread with groove and square

pattern (ribbed) - These patterns remove

the main disadvantage of the previous

type and that is small tear resistance. A

thick layer of rubber with a groove or

pattern prevents rupture and helps keep

the direction in the loose terrain. Thanks

to the extra rubber layer, the wheel

handles a larger load. It is used in hand

trucks such as hand truck. 
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WHEEL 2.80/2.50-4 
PLASTIC DISC 2.10X4 
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WHEEL 2.80/2.50-4 
METAL DISC 2.10X4 
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WHEEL 3.00-4 
PLASTIC DISC 2.10X4 
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WHEEL 3.00-4 
METAL DISC 2.10X4 
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WHEEL 4.00-4 
METAL DISC 2.10X4 
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WHEEL 4.00-4 
METAL DISC 2.10X4 
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WHEEL 4.10/3.50-6 
METAL DISC 3.00X6 
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WHEEL 3.50-6 
METAL DISC 3.00X6 
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WHEEL 4.80/4.00-8 
METAL DISC 2.50X8 
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WHEEL 4.80/4.00-8 
METAL DISC 2.50X8 
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WHEEL 4.80/4.00-8 
METAL DISC 2.50X8 
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Wheels with arrow
tread
Wheels with arrow-shaped treads are a

unique category because of their

specifics features. These wheels do not

have such a wide range of use as smooth

surface treads. 

Because their construction is reinforced,

they are particularly suited to difficult

conditions where constant traction and

grip with the surface are required, which

may be a loose or muddy surface. These

tires are also more resistant to

breakthroughs, which is a considerable

advantage, for example, when used in

forests or in sharp stone terrains. 
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WHEEL 4.80/4.00-8 
METAL DISC 2.50X8 
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WHEEL 3.50-6 
METAL DISC 3.00X6 
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WHEEL 3.50-6 
METAL DISC 3.00X6 
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RIM  
CATALOG
We have been working on rims 

production for nearly 20 years. 

During these years we improved our 

production and now we are capable 

to produce rims in many different

sizes and modifications. 

Disk surface is covered by high quality 

powder coatings corresponding with 

RAL sampler. 

Inner hub is manufactured by precise 

CNC technology that allow to change 

specification such as lenght and 

diameter depending on customer 

preferences.. 
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2.10X4 
PLASTIC DISC 

2.10X4 
METAL DISC
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2.50X6 
METAL DISC 

3.50X6 
METAL DISC
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4.50X6 
METAL DISC 

2.50X8 
METAL DISC I
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2.50X8 
METAL DISC II 

5.50X8 
METAL DISC
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7.00X8 
METAL DISC 

8.00X8 
METAL DISC
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3.50/6.00/8.00 X 10 
METAL DISC 

7.00X12 
METAL DISC
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Solid Rubber 
Wheels
Solid rubber wheels or the rubber wheels

have gained their name due to their full-

rubber inner structure. These hoops are

stretched on a solid metal disc. This

construction is characterized by high

resistance to high temperatures and,

unlike the blowing wheels, it is practically

impossible to break through with sharp

object. 

They are suitable, for example, in the

heavy metallurgical industry. Because of

the wide range of deposition, their use is

versatile. 

A speciality in this category is the wheel

marked as a 400P or Bantam wheel that

can be used in the toughest conditions. 
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RUBBER WHEEL  
(Ø 100 - 140 MM) 
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RUBBER WHEEL  
(Ø 160 - 196 MM) 
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RUBBER WHEEL  
(Ø 200 - 250 MM) 
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RUBBER WHEEL  
(Ø 260 - 320 MM) 
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RUBBER WHEEL  
(Ø 350 - 400 MM) 
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kristie 
genova

This section includes QUAD 

(sports) and ATV (off-road and 

agricultural) tires in many 

different size and tread designs. 

We only offer tires from high 

quality manufacturers who have 

been on the market for many 

years. 

ATV 
TIRES
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DURO 
DI-2010 BUFFALO

Radial construction reinforces the core of 

the tire, making the tire surface very hard 

and reduces the friction caused by the soft 

surface. Base on that tire can reach high 

speeds in a straight line. 

The segments located on the edges of the 

tire allow to maintain a high speed 

and stability even when cornering. 

Aggressive tread along with plenty of 

vertical pitch shaped to letter V will 

ensure smooth drive through the 

most difficult terrains like mud and 

sand..  

Tire tread has the self-cleaning 

ability. Four and six-ply construction 

increase good ability against rupture, 

that improves long life. 

DURO 
DI-2025 POWER GRIP

The Frontier tread has been 

specially designed to achieve 

excellent adhesion on a hard 

surface. This enables high speeds 

while maintaining driving stability. 

The tire is a radial construction, 

driving performance and durability 

are further enhanced. 

DURO 
DI-2037 FRONTIER 
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DURO 
DI-2011 BERM RAIDER

Radial construction increase roughness 

absorption. Side knots help get the tire 

from mark and holes on track. 

The layout of these knobs also supports 

faster and more stable braking. 

Also available as front tire. 

Tire was built for a larger load. 

The tread is covered with knobs that offer 

wide traction, reduce slippage, increase 

traction and provide the necessary 

stability when cornering. Thanks to that is 

suitable for most surfaces. 

Also available as front tire. 

DURO 
DI-2028 HOOK UP

Basic tire that is often used for its great 

versatility. It can be used as a 

tire for racing or agricultural. Rounded 

shape increases its cornering ability and its 

grip in rough hard terrain. 

Also available as front tire. 

DURO 
HF - 240 KNOBBY
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DURO 
DI-2020 SCORCHER 

Tread for better and more safe riding on 

motocross (MX) and cross-country 

(XC) tracks. The tread blocks improve 

traction on asphalt. Best for use on tracks 

where is a change between solid and loose / 

muddy surface. 

Tire side is reinforced against 

breakthroughs. 

Also available as front tire. 
 

High-speed tire was designed primarily 

for straight asphalt surfaces. 

Perfect drive abillities come from the 

large touch surfaces given by the tread 

construction. 

Deep grooves running around the 

circumference of the entire tire cause 

better rolling of the water from the tire 

surface so the vehicle becomes perfectly 

manageable even on the wet surface. 

Also available as front tire. 

DURO 
DI-2016 

Set of race tires for racing motocross (MX), 

cross-country (XC) and recreational ride. 

Tread with a specific pattern offers a wide 

grip, reduces slippage, increases traction 

and provides the necessary cornering 

stability. This makes it suitable for most 

surfaces. 

Also available as front tire. 

DURO 
DI-2009 POWER TRAIL 
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DURO 
DI-2003 BLACKHAWK 

Like the previous tire, this tread is 

characterized by very good stability 

even in rapid turns. 

Also available as front tire.   

 

Tire, which excels with great stability. Tread 

with strategic placed knobs, which prevent 

skidding, increase traction and provide the 

necessary stability when breaking or 

cornering. 

Also available as front tire. 

DURO 
DI-2013 RED EAGLE 

Large blocks on the surface of the tire 

provide permanent contact with the road 

surface. This guarantees great speed. Tire 

outer groove design located in the center of 

the tire ensures good linear performance, 

reinforced inner groove reduces tension 

increasing tire life. 

Thanks to the special mixture, the tire is 

particularly suitable for use on the road. 

Also available as front tire.   

DURO 
DI-2014 TOP FIGHTER 
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The versatility of this tire consist in the 

design of the tread, which, due to its shape, 

is suitable for most surfaces such as mud, 

snow and gravel. 

The tire is available in many dimensions 

and variation. 

DURO 
HF-274 EXCAVATOR 

Moto-cross front tire suitable for 

difficult conditions. The center groove 

holds the tire in the linear direction. 

Blocks located on the sides of the tire 

then provide optimal traction in mixed 

terrain. 

The tire construction is radial.

DURO 
HF-277 THRASHER 
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KINGS TIRE  
KT-101

A universal tire that is suitable for use in 

any condition, even in lighter muddy 

terrain. 

The neutral design with improved sidewall 

gives drivers more puncture resistance, 

smoother ride and increased overall 

reliability.

The versatile tire is thanks to its optimal 

tread pattern for agricultural use and 

casual terrain. 

The 4-ply construction provides the tire 

with sufficient strength and adhesion. 

KINGS TIRE 
KT-102 TRAIL CLAW

One of the most used racing tires. 

Whether you are a beginner or an 

advanced racer, if you are just ride for fun 

or your goal is to achieve the best results, 

this tire will always be a great choice. 

Sand, mud, or clay, and everything 

between, can not stop the massive grip of 

the tire, thanks to its racing structure and 

tread pattern. 

Also available as front tire. 

KINGS TIRE 
KT-112 SLASHER 
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KINGS TIRE 
KT-168 BAJA TRAX 

Smooth racing tire, thanks to its large 

contact surface, provides perfect traction 

mainly on a flat surface. 

Thanks to its special composition, the tire 

is suitable for use on asphalt surfaces.

ATV / UTV tire that will keep your 

direction in mud and sand. By arranging a 

deep, self-cleaning tread pattern in an 

efficient configuration, you get a quick 

response to the steering, which is vital for 

intense running. 

The center of the tire is reinforced so the 

disc does not get damaged when the side 

contact is touched. 

 

KINGS TIRE 
KT-115 

Massive tall treads provide excellent 

performance in the toughest conditions 

such as mud and marsh. In spite of its rough 

tread, the tire is still able to work on solid 

surfaces. That is ensured by its reinforced 

surface and 6-ply structures. 

KINGS TIRE 
KT-107/107F 
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kristie 
genova

This section contains rims for 

QUAD (sport) and ATV (terrain, 

agricultural) in many different 

sizes and with different 

deposition. 

We offer only disc made of 

quality alloys designed for bigger 

load. 

RIMS FOR 
QUAD BIKES 
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RIM AR09 
ALLOY

RIM AR09 
WITH COLAR – ALLOY
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RIM AR10  
ALLOY

RIM AR10 
WITH COLAR – ALLOY
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RIM DA001   
ALLOY

RIM DA001 
WITH COLAR – ALLOY
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RIM M011 
ALLOY

RIM M011 
WITH COLAR – 
ALLOY
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RIM TYP A 
METAL

RIM TYP B 
METAL
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RIM TYP C  
METAL

RIM TYP D  
METAL
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RIM M704 
ALLOY

RIM AR12-01  
ALLOY
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WHEELS  

RIMS 

TIRES 

TUBES
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